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ABSTRACT
Two cases from SLOPE campaign at Granada are
analyzed in terms of particle microphysical
properties using novel software developed at
Potsdam University. Multiwavelength Raman
lidar measurements of particle extinction and
backscatter coefficients as well as linear particle
depolarization ratios are used as input for the
software. The result of the retrieval is a 2dimensional particle volume distribution as a
function of radius and aspect ratio, from which the
particle microphysical properties are obtained.
1

INTRODUCTION

Aerosol particles play an essential role on
atmosphere and climate, and it is thus important to
have vertically resolved information about their
microphysical
properties.
Multiwavelength
Raman lidar measurements allow for stand-alone
microphysical retrievals, i. e., the calculation of
particle microphysical properties using only
Raman lidar data and applying regularization
methods [1].
Most of the regularization methods use Mie
theory to model aerosol particles as an ensemble
of spheres, what usually provides fairly good
results for small particles like biomass burning
particles.
However,
using
depolarization
measurements makes possible to generalize the
models to account for spheroidal particles and
therefore, the retrievals include also information
about the particle shape.
In this work, new software developed at the
University of Potsdam [2] using a 2-dimensional
approach is tested applying it to measurement
cases from ACTRIS-2 experimental campaign
SLOPE (Sierra Nevada Lidar AerOsol Profiling
Experiment). That campaign was carried out in

Granada from May to August 2016, and was
designed for gathering data useful for testing the
retrieval schemes through inversion of remote
sensing observations. It combined active and
passive remote sensing together with in-situ
measurements at several levels in the northern
slope of Sierra Nevada mountain range.
2

METHODOLOGY

The present study has been carried out using data
corresponding to measurements taken at the
Andalusian Institute for Earth System Research
(IISTA-CEAMA) in Granada (37.16° N, 3.61°W,
680 m a.s.l.). This is a medium-size city in
Southeastern Spain, located in a natural basin
delimited by mountains reaching 3000 m a.s.l.; the
air masses are mainly coming from the Atlantic
Ocean, Europe, North Africa and the
Mediterranean Basin [3]. The station is included
in several research networks like EARLINET
(European Aerosol Research Lidar Network) [4],
and AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) [5].
The vertical profiles of particle optical properties
were obtained using signals from the
multiwavelength
Raman
lidar
system
MULHACEN (LR331D400, Raymetrics Inc.),
configured in a monostatic biaxial alignment
pointing vertically to the zenith. The light source
is a pulsed Nd:YAG laser with emission at 355,
532 and 1064 nm wavelength. The radiation is
collected by a 40 cm-diameter Cassegranian
telescope, and it is then split into seven channels
allowing the detection of elastic signals at 355
nm, 532 nm (in parallel and perpendicular
polarizations) and 1064 nm and three Raman
channels at 387 and 607 nm (nitrogen Raman
shifted signal from 355 and 532 nm, respectively)
and 408 nm (water vapor Raman shifted signal
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different scennarios, casess with diffeerent aerosoll
tyypes were selected, nameely an aged smoke
s
plumee
th
prrobably mixxed with locaal pollution on
o 18 May,
an
nd a minerall dust event from
f
Sahara desert on 9thh
Juune. The annalyses of the
t
cases arre presented
d
seeparately in the
t following
g subsections.

from 3555 nm). Thiis instrumennt has an ovverlap
limitatioon due to its intrinsic settup, but it wiill not
be takenn into accoun
nt in this worrk, since our study
focuses in heights above 2 km
m a.s.l. [6]. The
vertical profiles of particle baackscatter (ββ) and
extinctioon (α) coeffficients werre retrieved from
night-tim
me lidar signals usiing the R
Raman
algorithm
m [7]. The raatio betweenn the perpenddicular
and paarallel com
mponents of
o
the paarticle
backscattter coefficieent at 532 nm
m, known as linear
particle depolarizatio
on ratio (δP) was also obttained
followinng the calcullation and caalibration meethods
describeed in [8].

3.1

h
Several aeroosol plumess coming from North
A
America
(acccording to baackward trajectories, nott
shhown here) were deteccted in Mayy 2016. Firee
detection maps from satellite measurements
m
s
inndicated widde regions of active foreest fires thatt
seeemed to be the source of
o the aerosool arriving to
o
G
Granada.

The set of 3 β (at 35
55, 532 and 1064 nm), 2 α (at
355 andd 532 nm) and 1 δP (at
( 532 nm)) was
employeed as input for
f the regularization sofftware
to obtain particle microphysica
m
al properties.. This
softwaree [2] is baseed on a geneeralization oof Mie
model in
i two dimensions acccounting for nonsphericaal particles. In this wayy, an ensembble of
spheroidds characteerized by their voolumeequivaleent radius (r)
( and asppect ratio ((a) is
considerred, and the aerosol vollume “shapee-size”
distributtion v(r,a) is obtained byy regularizatiion [9,
10]. A precalculateed database is used foor the
calculatiion of the kernel
k
functiions produced by
Mieschkka tool baseed on T-mattrix method [11].
The best solution is chosen from a grrid of
RI) and imagginary
wavelenngth-independent real (RR
(IRI) paarts of refracctive index by
b means off least
residual error. The microphysiccal propertiees are
m the retrieeved distribbution:
then obbtained from
volume concentratio
on (vc), effective radius (reff),
effectivee aspect ratiio (aeff) andd single scatttering
albedo (SSA).

Inn Fig. 1, optical
o
profi
files from Raman
R
lidarr
m
measurements
s are depictted for the case
c
on 18thh
M
May
2016 at 22:00--22:30 UT
TC. Particlee
backscatter coefficients
c
s
showed
valuues up to 2
(M
Mm·sr)-1 at 532
5 nm in an
a aerosol laayer centered
d
arround 2.5 km
m a.s.l. Low
w δP at 532 nm
n (less than
n
8%) and stronng spectral dependence
d
of
o β, with β-reelated Angsström Exponents (AEβ) around 2
inndicated thaat the measured plum
me contained
d
sm
moke particlles from thee North Ameerican Forestt
Fires, and thhus small spherical
s
paarticles weree
xpected [12].
ex

ysical data retrieved frrom a
Columnar microphy
un-photometter, belonginng to
CIMEL CE-138 su
NET and colllocated withh the lidar syystem,
AERON
were used to compaare with the lidar stand--alone
regularizzation resullts. The alggorithm useed by
AERON
NET retrieves microphhysical propperties
such as the particlle size distrribution, com
mplex
a
effectivve radius, from
refractivve index, and
almucanntar spectral sky radiannce measurements
performed by ground
d-based sun photometers
p
s [5].
3

Case I:: 18th May 2016
2

Figure
F
1: parrticle backscattter coefficientt, lidar ratio,
linear particcle depolariza
ation ratio and
d Angström
exponent prof
ofiles for 18th May
M 2016 at 22:00-22:30
2
UTC. Brownn lines indicatte the region selected
s
for
microphysiccal analysis

A region from
m 2.1 and 2..7 km a.s.l. was
w selected
d
(F
Fig. 1) and its averaged
d optical prooperties weree
used as input for the regularization alggorithm. Thee
2
2-dimensiona
al
particle
volumee
reetrieved
distribution (nnot shown here)
h
presennted a singlee
ysical propertties included
d
fiine mode with microphy

RE
ESULTS

Two meeasurement cases were picked from
m the
databasee created durring SLOPE. In order to aassess
the perfoormance of the
t regularizzation algoritthm in

2
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in Tablle 1, togeth
her with thhe results oof the
retrievall from th
he closest sun-photoometer
measureement. The results agree with tyypical
values for
f aged smo
oke [12], andd also includde the
informattion about sh
hape: aeff 1.1126 and the mode
width of the a disttribution, awidth
0.048 suuggest
w
sphericaal dominancce and a hint of pprolate
particless.

For the miicrophysical retrieval, the opticall
prroperties weere averaged in the regioon from 3.05
5
too 3.4 km a.s.l. The resullts are shownn in Table 2,
co
ompared wiith the AER
RONET retrrievals somee
hours later. The resultss suggest laarge prolatee
sppheroidal parrticles, with reff 0.38 µm and aeff 1.14
4
(sslightly highher than in
n Case I). There is a
noteworthy ssimilarity wiith the valuues from thee
c
be an
n
suun-photometter retrieval, which can
inndication thhat the pro
operties of the studied
d
particles fairlyy represent th
he effective properties off
thhe whole atm
mospheric column for this case. It hass
too be noted that
t
the colu
umnar reff waas calculated
d
onnly from thee part of the size distribuution exactly
y
co
oinciding with
w
the rang
ge that can be analyzed
d
w the lidarr regularizatiion algorithm
with
m, i. e., from
m
0 to 2.2 µm.

Tablee 1: particle microphysical
m
p
properties
rettrieved
from lid
dar and from sun-photomete
s
er for 18th Mayy 2016
SSA
SA is averaged
d for all wavellengths

RRI
IRI
reff (µm))
aeff
awidth
SSA
3.2

Lidar
22:00U
22:30 UTC
1.42
0.007
0.26
1.126
0.048
0.96

AERONET
T
16:49 UTC
1.511
5·10-5
0.295
0.992

Table 2: pa
article microph
hysical properrties retrieved
d
from lidar an
nd from sun-ph
hotometer for 9th June 2016
6
SSA is avveraged for alll wavelengthss
* reff calcu
ulated from siize distribution until 2.2 µm
m

C
Case
II: 9th June 2016

The seccond case co
orresponds tto a minerall dust
plume coming
c
from
m Sahara Desert, accordiing to
backwarrd trajectoriees analysis ((not shown here).
The opttical profiless for 9th Jully 2016 at 001:0002:00 UTC
U
(Fig. 2) confirm the decoupled strong
s
dust layyer between 2.5 and 5 km a.s.l., w
with β
more thhan 5 (Mm·ssr)-1 at 532 nm. Particlee lidar
ratios arround 50 srr for both 355
3
and 5332 nm
channelss, AEβ less than 0.5 andd δP almost 30 %
reveal thhe presence of pure minneral dust parrticles
in accorddance to [13].

RRI
R
IR
RI
reff
e (µm)
aeff
awidth
w
SSA
4

Lidar
L
01
1:000
02:00
UTC
1.38
0
0.003
0
0.38
1.14
0
0.047
0
0.98

AERONET
0 UTC
06:20
1.45
0.0022
0.4*
0.96

CONCL
LUSIONS

This study prresents the microphysica
T
m
al analysis off
tw
wo differennt aerosol plumes
p
meaasured with
h
R
Raman
lidar during the experimentaal campaign
n
SLOPE at Graanada in 201
16.
The addition of depolariization meassurements to
T
o
thhe typical input
i
setup for the reegularization
n
allgorithm, making
m
possible to use
u
a moree
ad
dvanced 2-ddimensional model for the particlee
volume distribbution, was shown to be a successfull
opption to obtaain more infformation abbout size and
d
shhape of thee analyzed particles. The
T
effectivee
raadius was found
fo
0.26 µm
µ for the aged smokee
caase, and 0.38 µm for thee mineral du
ust case. Thee
efffective aspeect ratios ind
dicated in booth cases thee
prredominancee of prolate particles, although
a
thiss
feeature was sllightly more pronouncedd for the dustt
caase.

Figure 22: particle backscatter coeff
fficient, lidar rratio,
linearr particle depo
olarization rattio and Angstrröm
exponeent profiles fo
or 9th June 201
16 at 01:00-022:00
UTC. Brown lines indicate
i
the reegion selectedd for
microp
physical analyysis
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